
Email 2 in response to expected reply regarding freedom of speech as advised by Edinburgh
council, usually from Andrew McTaggart

Email: andrew.McTaggart@edinburgh.gov.uk

I would like to immediately escalate my complaint to stage 2 of the complaints procedure.
The procedure for this requires me to outline my exact complaint and the outcomes that I
am looking for so please find this below.

Complaint: This event endangers the safety of local trans individuals and library staff.
Indirectly it endangers the wider safety of the UK trans community by allowing a group of
known gender critics to grow their transphobic networks and expand the platforms they
use to spread misinformation, hate and fuel a moral panic that will further restrict the
access of trans youth to affirming care. I do not believe that requirements placed on the
organisers are likely to protect trans people living locally from the threat this event poses
to safety. I also feel library staff are being placed at the centre of something that is going
to impact their ability to continue the great work they have done to support the local
community, in particular, the LGBT+ community.

Outcomes:

1. The cancellation of this event.
2. A copy of the guidelines for making this a safe event that the organisers have been
asked to comply with to be made public.
3. A summary of how the organisers will be held to the guidelines (will there be council
staff present and if so, who?).
4. In the short term, confirmation of whether these guidelines include specific provision
for the personal safety of peaceful protesters, especially trans protesters, at the event.
5. A timely response to freedom of information request 41281 into the specifics of any
due diligence procedures that were followed when approving the booking of this event.

Thank you
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